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75 YEARS AND STILL GOING STRONG!

There are of course other companies in the world celebrating hundreds of years of existence so one might still call Daetwyler a "young start-up." Still, this milestone is not too bad when you consider that under the Daetwyler Logo, we have produced products for not one but several different industries for decades. What started as a small maintenance and overhaul shop for general aviation, has grown into an internationally known organization for high-precision Swiss quality.

How did this small family business of just a few employees evolve into such a multi-industry powerhouse? The answer is simple: Natural curiosity and the urge to try new things. By leaning on what we have learned in the past and applying them to new industries. By being aware that a group of hard working and dedicated group of highly skilled people can do just about anything when given new directions. By always remembering that technical know-how has no boundaries and should always be at the forefront of company strategy.

Let's keep this spirit that my Father and Grandfather created and make it another 75 years!

I wish you and your families happy holidays and a happy New Year.

AN ANECDOTE FROM 75 YEARS OF DAETWYLER

FROM THE «SWISS TRAINER» TO THE MUCH LOVED «DÄTI-PIPERS».

At the beginning of the 1960s, Max Dätwyler already had the visionary idea of a two-seated type of aircraft. But for economic reasons, the "Swiss Trainer" did not embark on its maiden flight until the summer of 1983.

Max Dätwyler had always been a visionary when it came to developing "industry-changing" ideas. The jump from airplanes in the 1950s to gravure printing and then machine construction was achievable because of that mindset. Dätwyler never clung to a single business segment; he remained open and adaptable in order to use the knowledge he'd gained in new and different industries.

This innovative spirit was cultivated then as it is now. And this is how all kinds of achievements developed over the years by the Daetwyler team are still very much in demand today and present all over the world. The "Piper Cub" and "Super Cub" which have been constantly improved by Dätwyler and restructured with ingenious ideas are, for instance, two well-known examples — in fact they are even regarded as being legendary. In flying circles, these aircraft are still a familiar concept well beyond the Swiss border and are known as the "Däti Pipers". Incidentally, captain of the successful maiden voyage of the "Swiss Trainer" on Friday, August 12, 1983 from Bleienbach Airfield was Max Dätwyler himself!

Excerpt from the book «Takeoff, Printing and Precision» prepared by Jeannette Dietz
RALPH DAETWYLER IS NOW RUNNING THE GROUP IN THE THIRD GENERATION. WHAT IS HIS EXPERIENCE OF THE COMPANY HISTORY?

75 YEARS OF DAETWYLER. A MOVING STORY.

Peter Daetwyler very successfully ran the Group in the second generation for decades. Ralph Daetwyler has been running the business for a few years now. We talked to him to mark the anniversary of the company’s founding.

75 years of Daetwyler – what does that mean for you?

Ralph:
75 years is obviously no small number when considering it spans over 3 generations. For me though its not about the number of years but the fact that we have reinvented ourselves so many times in this time period is what is really impressive. We’re not afraid to always look for new opportunities rather than stay «comfortable» That all started with Max

What were your personal highlights in the company history?

Ralph:
Of course the whole adventure started with flying and my brother and I are third generation pilots so of course it is a great source of pride that in our company history, we managed to put our mark on aviation history, especially in Switzerland. Looking now to current days I must say that being the largest supplier of Doctor Blades in the world is something to be proud of. And its not the amount of meters that matters; It’s the fact that we are well respected in the market for helping the customer.

How did you experience the change of the company when you were young (change of sector)?

Ralph:
As a young man in the USA I had a fair amount of exposure to the daily business. In the US division we sold and serviced machines for many years until the merger with Heliograph, as well as produced doctor blades such as we still do today. When I was young I would spend my summers working in the shop to help in all areas, so I got to learn many aspects of what we do from Doctor Blades to Machine building. In the Graphics part of the business we are now focusing on the consumables side which I think was the single most important move and one I personally was involved with. In Daetwyler Industries we also began sharpening our concentration on a few key products and competencies, this has made a big difference and led to many successes.

Daetwyler USA as an additional pillar – what are the differences between the US and Switzerland as a location?

Ralph:
Daetwyler USA is a small office compared to our headquarters here in Bleienbach of course, but from a perspective of daily activity it’s not much different. One thing that I can say, and you can ask any of the apprentices that have experienced our exchange program living in the USA for several months, the small business family culture is strong on both sides of the Atlantic. I believe if we loose this, we would change as a company.

What memories do you have of your grandfather, the founder of Daetwyler?

Ralph:
While growing up in the USA as a child, my parents would send my brother and I to Switzerland for one month during Summer vacation. We would help my grandmother with chores and always cook lunch for my grandfather. (thankfully why I can still speak Swiss German after living my whole life in America) Occa-

sionally Max would take us on flying adventures or to drive the steam roller on the construction site of one of the buildings being constructed here in Bleienbach. He loved to build and watch the company grow. Max was somewhat of a mythical figure to me, leading the way with his genius innovations. I wish I could have spent time with him as an adult and have conversations about the company and its past. I often wonder what he would think about how the business has evolved.

How does your family like life in Switzerland?

Ralph:
We’ve lived here for nearly three years now and I have to say that every time we return to the USA for holidays, the differences between the two environments and cultures is getting more and more evident. There are many things we miss about the USA, but Switzerland has just such a great quality of life that it’s hard not to enjoy. My family have adapted well and are speaking «schweizerdütsch» better every day. What I was most worried about when moving to Switzerland was how well my wife would adapt, (you know what they say, happy wife = happy life) but surprisingly she prefers Swiss living. She loves walking with the kids to school in the mornings, family strolls through the woods and day trips to the Bernese Alps. She certainly doesn’t miss the traffic jams in America!

The interview by Mélanie Enz

The Daetwyler family in the Swiss mountains
WITH THE NEW LANDING PAGE, THE SWISSTEC WEBSITE IS A SHOW STOPPER WITH ITS NEW DESIGN

NEW WEBSITE – A DIGITAL JOURNEY.

The new SwissTec website has been online since mid-September. And that was the starting shot for an international concept for web and communication.

We designed the first professional SwissTec site back in 2012, starting off by creating a preview of the design in Word. Back then the website looked like a mosaic – lots of small boxes in different colors and shapes. We did not spare any, on using our company color orange and the website was dominated by black areas and lots of borders.

The further development of the site in 2014 introduced a much more contemporary design. What people demand in terms of information on a website and its traceability (Google ranking) have increased considerably. Our Doctor Blade configurator was built up with individual pages and codes. All variants of the items at our customers’ were featured on the website which involved a lot of time and effort.

As we reported in the last edition of LIFE, we opted for an agency in Biel which also created the Rotolux website. As the company is a creative agency, there was no need for us to provide design proposals in Word. What we were looking for in the concept was clear: It had to be modern, simple and informative. The visitor should never come to an end (there is always another link), the pictures were to provide supplementary information and not be too dominant, the navigation only provides support as the user is guided intuitively through the website. We limited the content to a minimum and concentrated on the essentials. Getting started is made easy for users as they can click on their printing application directly and thus find themselves in a familiar environment. The repeated note on troubleshooting and the prompt to make contact with the company round out the visitors’ all-round service.

We also expect the websites of our subsidiaries to go live toward the end of the year. The global concept ensures adherence to the corporate design and we thus present our customers with a uniform image worldwide.

The various website projects will be fully complete by the end of the year and we will have modern and contemporary websites for the coming years – until planning for the new concept is started again.

Jürg Enggist
Senior Sales Manager
So on a beautiful summer’s day in August, we all went to Balmberg, home to German-speaking Switzerland’s largest rope park. First of all we were given our equipment and cautioned on the various hazards of climbing before getting started. And then we got started, first of all on the simplest route that gave us an introduction to the whole thing. We discovered then that you needed both skill and courage to progress. After that we were divided into smaller groups and tackled routes of varying degrees of difficulty. Naturally giving each other plenty of support and encouragement. The highlight for many of the team was the free fall at the end of one of the routes in which you jumped down several meters, only coming to a stop just before you would have hit the ground.

After two hours of climbing we were all pretty exhausted because you are not only always on the move but also need an incredible amount of concentration. And so we ended the sporty part of the event and moved on to the BBQ.

Peter Weiss had organized the event perfectly from start to finish. The combination of a touch of adventure and then the convivial get-together over a meal was perfect for everyone involved. And the BBQ had everything you could possibly need: There were exquisite sausages, salads and plenty of cool beer as the perfect refreshment.

The team would like to say thank you for the perfect planning and enjoyable activities. Everyone is bound to remember this event for a long time to come.

Leoni Roth
Internal Sales Clerk

And that was the case one Wednesday in the summer. At 11 o’clock one morning I received a phone call from Internal Sales in Bleienbach: Our customer in South Africa urgently needed Doctor Blades. The order had been placed immediately and production had been informed that the job at hand was an express delivery.

As the customer required the goods immediately and you cannot print any more without Doctor Blade, a normal delivery by air cargo would have arrived too late. And that was when I decided to go to South Africa myself to ensure a timely delivery. We always want to fulfill our sales partners’ desires to justify the confidence and trust they place in us.

After several phone calls with our local sales partner, the confirmation from Bleienbach that the goods were finished and ready for dispatch, I booked my flight. On the very same day at 4 pm I met up with a SwissTec employee at the highway service area Würenlos, around an hour by car from Bleienbach, where he gave me the Doctor Blades. Four hours later I was already sitting in the airplane heading for Frankfurt in Germany where I was going to catch the plane to Cape Town. The next day, the plane landed in Cape Town just after 10 in the morning. From there I went straight on to the customer, arriving at 11.15 am, not quite 24 hours after the order had been received. That’s even faster than a courier service.

I would like to send a big thank you to everyone who was involved in making the whole thing a big success!

Jürg Aeschlimann
Head of Process Engineering

R&D’s Team Event was a Fantastic Experience

R&D Hanging in the Air.

Peter Weiss, new Head of Research and Development, decided to organize a team event to get to know his team better. His idea was an activity in the great outdoors followed by an evening meal.

We see Customer Satisfaction as a Top Priority

MDC Express on the Way to South Africa.

Our customers and sales partners regularly take delivery of our products. Alongside the weekly/monthly deliveries it is also our task to accept urgent orders with the aim of delivering them at the required time, on the required date.

And that was the case one Wednesday in the summer. At 11 o’clock one morning I received a phone call from Internal Sales in Bleienbach: Our customer in South Africa urgently needed Doctor Blades. The order had been placed immediately and production had been informed that the job at hand was an express delivery.

As the customer required the goods immediately and you cannot print any more without Doctor Blade, a normal delivery by air cargo would have arrived too late. And that was when I decided to go to South Africa myself to ensure a timely delivery. We always want to fulfill our sales partners’ desires to justify the confidence and trust they place in us.

After several phone calls with our local sales partner, the confirmation from Bleienbach that the goods were finished and ready for dispatch, I booked my flight. On the very same day at 4 pm I met up with a SwissTec employee at the highway service area Würenlos, around an hour by car from Bleienbach, where he gave me the Doctor Blades. Four hours later I was already sitting in the airplane heading for Frankfurt in Germany where I was going to catch the plane to Cape Town. The next day, the plane landed in Cape Town just after 10 in the morning. From there I went straight on to the customer, arriving at 11.15 am, not quite 24 hours after the order had been received. That’s even faster than a courier service.

I would like to send a big thank you to everyone who was involved in making the whole thing a big success!

Jürg Aeschlimann
Head of Process Engineering

In South Africa: Satisfied customer with Jürg Aeschlimann

Jürg Aeschlimann at the airport in Cape Town

From the left: Marlies Zaugg, Stefan Bürgi, Sriprem Somchai, Patrick Stauffer, Lewin Busekros, Lucien Perret, Hanspeter Schär, Leoni Roth, Peter Weiss, Martin Michel, Michael Reinert
DAETWYLER SWISSTEC SINGAPORE.

Southeast Asia is a growing market with great potential for Daetwyler SwissTec. This is why a decision was made in 2016 to found a subsidiary in Singapore to serve our partners in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam and to be closer to the action.

In August 2016 the deal was completed and Daetwyler SwissTec Singapore Pte. Ltd. was founded. Then we immediately started all the preparations to ensure we would have a successful start. First of all we had to find the right location for our warehouse and office. We were lucky to find a location pretty quickly and the preparations for the start began. From January 1, 2017 – and after the successful renovation of warehouse and office – we could supply our partners in Southeast Asia with Doctor Blade.

Until just recently, the setup in Singapore was a «one-man show». As Operations Manager, Andy Chan took care of the daily running of the business, matters such as the coordination of the orders, import and export of goods, customer service and accounts. However, as we are aiming to further expand the subsidiary, the team was extended from October 1, 2018, with Karen Prager as Senior Sales Manager.

Before Karen Prager joined Daetwyler SwissTec, she had already worked for more than 15 years in and for Southeast Asia in the graphic industry. With her treasure trove of experience she has a fantastic background to help further extend our subsidiary in Singapore and put it on a wider base with suitable products. She can certainly count on the support of our two Technical Sales Managers Cameron MacIntosh and Nathan Clarke. They have both been in Southeast Asia for years now for Daetwyler.

We are confident that our team and the sales center in Singapore will play a significant role in implementing our growth plans in Southeast Asia.

Andy Chan
Operations Manager Singapore

Silvan Lutz
Head of Finance and Support

DAETWYLER CHINA COMPANY TRIP

On a sunny September 1, the employees of MDC China set off on the five-day company trip. A tradition in Chinese companies to bond among fellow teammers. Everyone was excited and you could almost feel the anticipation in the air.

We were given a friendly reception on the largest ship of the Star-Cruise line, the Super Star Virgo, weighing in at 76,800 tonnes and boasting 13 decks. On our voyage across the East China Sea to Japan, we were able to try out the different on-board restaurants, boutiques as well as the casino. In the evening we enjoyed the fantastic shows on the stage: magicians, dancers and concerts. The employees from MDC China captured their various experiences on board in innumerable photos.

The two shore trips to Miyako Island and Naha gave us some incredible impressions of the beautiful Japanese world. The white sandy beaches invited us to stay awhile and the sea was a shimmering temptation. The visit to the local markets with funny and interesting things was an experience as was shopping and testing the local specialties.

What we liked best on the cruise: the magnificent view over the endless sea, the fantastic meals in the buffet restaurants, the hospitable crew and the incredible shows. – I am sure that each and every one of us has his/her own personal favorite. As with everything that is ultra enjoyable, the cruise came to an end all too quickly, but the employees of MDC China are taking home with them a number of valuable memories and new experiences. We are already looking forward to the next trip.

Dan Mao
Head of Finances and Administration
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We are proud to announce that Schepers GmbH – Laser Technology, Vreden (D), continues to be one of our satisfied customers.

Schepers, located in Vreden, a center for printing cylinder production in Germany, has been concentrating on the development and construction of laser systems for gravure printing as well as for the decorating and security sector since 1991. Food packaging, stamps, currency, and everything that can be printed are realized with engraving technology from Schepers.

We have been grinding and working on the 20 tonne Digilas machine beds since the summer. This necessitates work of the highest precision from our employees.

Schepers receives everything from the raw casting to the machined and ultra precisely ground machine bed from one source – us!

Before the machine bed is delivered, the quality officer checks that the actual dimensions correspond to the specifications. Then the precision data is logged in the test report. If the test is okay, the workpiece is given a dated inspection sticker and delivered. Having customers with very high quality demands in our customer base fills us with pride!

Hans Jörg Brudermann
Vice CEO Industries Division

A milestone: On November 6, MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach delivered the first Apple-X-Undulator to the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Villigen.

The project team from Ursenbach would like to thank the project team from the PSI for the good collaboration:

Dr. Romain Gantner
ATHOS Machine Project Leader

Dr. Hans Braun
Department Head Accelerator Technology

Dr. Luc Patthey
Head of the Laboratory for Advanced Photonics

Dr. Thomas Schmidt
Head of Insertion Device Group

Peter Fischer
Project Purchasing SwissFEL

Marc Brügger
Technician

Steffen Danner
Engineer

Lars Huber
Engineer

Andi Keller
Design and Development

Marco Hindermann
Design and Development

Wickström Johan
Group Leader Project Coordination and Plant Layout

Markus Zaugg
Project Leader

A blank Digilas machine bed arriving in Ursenbach by truck for precision tests.

A Digilas machine bed during cutting on the 12-meter CNC processing center in Ursenbach.

The fully assembled Digilas machine bed with high-precision ground guides ground on the 12-meter CNC grinding machine in Ursenbach.

An assembled Schepers laser Digilas as it is used all over the world with great success.

The team from MDC Ursenbach with the Undulator »UE38« in the transport container arriving at the PSI. The undulator in the SwissFEL lab.

With the machining and assembly of the individual undulator pieces, the team from Ursenbach has once more demonstrated our slogan »Progress with precision!«

Quote from Dr. Hans Braun, Department Head Accelerator Technology, on November 7: »It is absolutely fantastic to see the first Apple-X in the world in real life!«

After almost a year of construction, the Undulator prototype for the second beamline called ATHOS for PSI – SwissFEL has been completed.

To ensure the light pulses of the SwissFEL free-electron laser have optimal brilliance, the four 2-meter-long series of magnets in the undulators have to be able to be aligned precisely with a tolerance of very few micrometers.

Thanks to the fact that the individual parts are processed with great precision and have been assembled with great care, it was ultimately possible to realize maximum dimensional deviations in the range of 15 micrometers which is about the size of the diameter of your average dust particle!

There were several hurdles to be overcome until these extreme tolerances could be adhered to. In the initial assembly, the position of the base body was not ideal, which lead to inadmissible dimensional deviations around the size of the diameter of a hair.

Thanks to the good collaboration of the specialists from Daetwyler Ursenbach and the engineers from the PSI, a few clever measures were defined to optimize the precision of the prototype and the 15 subsequent units to a maximum.
Labels that have been attached incorrectly, crookedly or have creases are a thing of the past

New labeling system at Rotoflex.

Growing demands in terms of quality also have an effect on outside packaging, particularly the labeling of products.

Success results in an increasing demand for products. Alongside more orders, there is also usually a demand for more product variety! In other words, within a shorter period of time, production has to be both more efficient and more individualized.

This also has an effect on labeling. This is why, in September 2017 and after in-depth research and analysis, we decided to commission an automatic labeling system within our explosion-proof zone.

When labels are applied by hand, they are never attached to exactly the same spot. What is worse: Labels might not be straight, which makes an even worse impression.

And if the labels are not attached correctly or have creases and do not stick properly, the GHS information (Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals) might not be legible. Furthermore, the label could just peel off later. Our labeling system sticks the labels with a tolerance accuracy of ± 1.0 mm. But not only that: The labels stick to the product surface full face, crease-free and without air bubbles.

The system was delivered in March 2018 and commissioned by us. After a few teething problems, we were able to hand over the system officially to production in August 2018. Experience to date has shown that we made the right decisions.

Stephan Affolter
Head of SCM

The new dressing concept of the Daetwyler Group

«Dress me up».

They’ve arrived – the new Daetwyler clothes and the simplified ordering process.

The Daetwyler clothes were getting a bit long in the tooth and needed freshening up. Something which was also true of the ordering process: It was time-consuming and complicated. Because to keep the costs for printing and embroidery low, we needed large minimum ordering quantities. That forced us into maintaining extensive clothes storage. But nevertheless, it was still often the case that we didn’t have the right article of clothing in the right color and in the right size. We regularly had to carry out major ordering campaigns. And that meant: distributing and checking order forms, ordering the diverse articles of clothing in all sizes, colors and variants, sorting the deliveries and then distributing the clothes to the employees.

We decided some changes were necessary. We simplified the clothing offering, standardized the logo and, together with our supplier, looked for a simple solution. Which we found. We no longer have to have our own clothes storage and can order new clothes any time we like from the supplier. Clothing instructions as well as the order forms for both men and women have been modified. Depending on their position, all employees have the regular right to certain forms of clothing. Our employees can clothe themselves at work and present themselves in a standard look from basic T-shirts to modern polo shirts, shirts, blouses, vests and jackets in various colors.

The new Daetwyler look – simple, straightforward and attractive.

Doris Niklaus
Head of HR
Leoni Roth
Internal Sales Clerk
MICROSOFT OFFICE 2007 TO BE REPLACED BY OFFICE 365

OFFICE 365 – OUR PATH TO THE CLOUD.

There is no other sector that experiences constant change the way the IT branch does. Software updates are made available virtually every day comprising, among other things, error corrections or the removal of security flaws. Most of the time users are not aware of most of these but sometimes the effects are greater, as is the case with the change-over to Office 365.

Microsoft discontinued the support for Office 2007, which had been used for many years, at the end of 2017. An announcement of this kind has far-reaching effects. On the one hand it means there will be no more security patches, but, on the other, it also means that the interaction of the individual software solutions is no longer guaranteed. Both represent a large security risk for companies. And this is why there had to be a new solution.

For some years now, there has been a discussion in the company about which solution should be used over the coming years. With the new operating system Windows 10, most private households are now using Office 365. Unlike earlier solutions, the software is no longer bought but rented. The advantage is that for the entire rental period the latest updates and security patches are made available by Microsoft via the Office cloud. And that guarantees the safe use of the programs.

The advantages of Office 365 predominate. In a first test phase which was carried out at an early stage with only a few employees, the standard Office programs were widely accepted as most people already knew these from home.

Microsoft has been opting for cloud solutions more and more in recent years. And this brings with it a number of advantages for companies. One of the most important is the high availability of the software and services. In detail this means that when, internally, we have a problem with the server infrastructure, data can still be called up and processed.

This is why, in collaboration with our integration partner, a concept was drawn up for the migration and move to the cloud. We also decided to run our e-mail server (Exchange) in the cloud in the future, too. We had to have a new name concept so that registration is the same for all services and applications from Microsoft. By moving to the cloud, we have also been able to decommission various servers.

So what has changed for the individual user? Users will benefit from the latest Office products and a large quantity of additional software. Particularly worthy of mention here are Skype for Business, One-Drive and SharePoint. These will be used everywhere in the near future.

The change of telephone system will also make it possible to use Skype for Business. Thanks to a headset, employees will also be able to phone directly at their PC. The current telephones will not be replaced but extended.

In the private sector, many people are already using OneDrive and in business life too, this manner of data storage will become increasingly important. Every employee can access his/her own area in the cloud, comparable with today’s H drive. In this way, documents are easy to forward and share for further processing. Working in teams will be simplified. One-Drive has already been implemented for the subsidiaries in Singapore and Turkey. Further departments are to follow soon.

Cross-team and cross-project work is becoming increasingly important in the modern age. For this reason, a further new product from the Microsoft family is becoming ever more significant – SharePoint. This web-based solution can be used in a number of ways.

The first step into the future has been taken. And many exciting and challenging projects are waiting in the wings.

Rolf Nussbaumer
Head of IT

DAETWYLER LIFE – THE EDITORIAL TEAM OF THE COMPANY MAGAZINE SAYS THANK YOU

FROM EMPLOYEES, FOR EMPLOYEES – THANK YOU.

Our popular company magazine has been published for over a decade now, appearing several times a year.

Finding topics, checking reports, writing texts – these are just some of the tasks the editorial team takes care of. Every issue of LIFE is carefully planned and designed. There are always lots of exciting articles to read. You find out lots of new facts, not only about your own company. We look forward to contributions from all divisions and also from the subsidiaries.

And the entire magazine would not be possible without you. Which is why it is high time to say a big thank you for the contributions, ideas and the work behind them.

We welcome all your reports and ideas. We welcome feedback and try to improve all the time to ensure that LIFE is an experience for you – from employees for employees.

Your editorial team

Rolf Nussbaumer
Head of IT
WELCOME TO THE DAETWYLER GROUP

NEW ADDITIONS.

AUGUST 2018
- Mathias Aebi  
  Machine engineer (vocational college)  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG

- Laura Betcher  
  Apprentice clerk (EFZ)  
  Rotoflex AG

- Andre Eggimann  
  Color/paint lab assistant  
  Rotoflex AG

- Noémi Metzel  
  Apprentice lab assistant (EFZ), specializing on color and paint  
  Rotoflex AG

SEPTEMBER 2018
- Sivamalar Chandrakumar  
  Employee in picking/shipping  
  Daetwyler SwissTec AG

- Thanalutchumy Thamilvaanan  
  Employee in picking/shipping  
  Daetwyler SwissTec AG

- Andreas Grummt  
  Service technician  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG

- Danilo Sterchi  
  Commissioning technician  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG

- Pascal Krumpfer  
  CNC cutter  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

- Flavian Schögler  
  CNC cutter  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

- Marco Mumenthaler  
  Application technician, international  
  Rotoflex AG

NOVEMBER 2018
- Jovan Ivanovic  
  Commercial clerk  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

- Hanspeter Büschi  
  SPS programmer  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG

- Christoph Fernandez  
  Employee in electroplating  
  Daetwyler SwissTec AG

- Christina Hübner  
  Developer  
  Rotoflex AG

DECEMBER 2018
- Martin Nussbaum  
  Dep. mechanic maintenance and repair/company engineer  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

- Daniel Bosch  
  SPS programmer  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG

WEDDINGS.

8/10/2018
- Thomas and Brigitte Frei (Dummermuth)  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

8/25/2018
- Kerstin and Christian Kohler  
  Rotoflex AG

8/18/2018
- Thomas and Vicky Bernadette Steffen  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG

ALL THE VERY BEST ON THE OCCASION OF YOUR WEDDING

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW BABY

BIRTHS.

Parents:
- Thomas and Brigitte Frei (Dummermuth)  
  MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach
  Son: Sven 9/19/2018

Parents:
- Marc and Marija Bächtold  
  Daetwyler Industries AG Zurich
  Daughter: Nina 10/12/2018

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE

ANNIVERSARIES.

10 YEARS
- Andras Farkas  
  9/1/2018  
  Order Processing Tooling | Daetwyler Industries AG Zurich

- Stefan Wyss  
  8/29/2018  
  Production | MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

- Tom Prgjoka  
  10/20/2018  
  Color and Paint Production | Rotoflex AG

- Sritharan Ramalingam  
  11/1/2018  
  Production | MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

20 YEARS
- Jürg Enggist  
  11/1/2018  
  Sales | Daetwyler SwissTec AG

- Wilfried Knobel  
  11/1/2018  
  Production | Daetwyler Industries AG Zurich

- Werner Lanz  
  12/1/2018  
  Production | Daetwyler SwissTec AG

40 YEARS
- Edwin Buri  
  10/1/2018  
  Painting | MDC Max Daetwyler AG Ursenbach

ENJOY YOUR RETIREMENT

RETIREMENT.

- Ajet Saban  
  Production  
  Daetwyler SwissTec AG  
  November 2018
PROSPECTS, TRADE FAIRS AND UPCOMING DATES

AGENDA 2019.

January 15 – 17, 2019
International Sales Meeting 2019
Switzerland
SwissTec Division

March 12 – 14, 2019
ICE Europe 2019
Munich, Germany
SwissTec Division

April 9 – 13, 2019
China Print
Guangdong, China
SwissTec Division

September 24 – 27, 2019
Labelexpo Europe 2019
Brussels, Belgium
SwissTec Division